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1. Introduction problem setting 
   In the last few years the present writer has been interested in hill morphology, 
especially in respect to various forms of the dissecting valleys in the hills. 
   The hills are generally composed of several landforms, and have more com-
plicated features than the terraces, the plains, and even than the mountains. One 
of important characteristics of the hills is that the most hills (excepting mudflow 
mounds, karst  landform, etc.) are entirely erosional landforms, therefore they 
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hill-lands develop in Tohoku related to distribution of Tertiary sediments and of 
uplifted peneplains accompanied with broad hilly sections (Fig. 1). 
   In the present paper the writer will discuss the hill morphology') in special 
reference to the distribution pattern of several features in dissecting valleys, seen 
from the view point regarding the hills as an aspect of landform evolution concerned 
with valley development within a unit landmass. 
   At first, hill landforms are classified after the apparent characteristics, then 
the causes producing such forms are pointed out, and finally the hill morphology 
will be grasped as a whole. In this method a quantitative or statistical analysis is 
regrettably inapplicable, and considerations are based only on the writer's 
field observations in Tohoku District (Nakamura 1963, Fujiwara et al. 1963 etc.).
2. Undulating form and rugged form in the hills 
   1) Two characteristics of hill  landform 
   In the hills, or hilly lands, we see usually rounded ridges and hill tops as well 
as gently undulating side slopes, or so-called gentle slopes (Wako 1966) on the one 
hand (Photos. 1, 2). Along the dissecting valleys in the hills, on the other hand, 
steep and rugged features are often observed. Those are sharp and narrow ridges, 
pointed crests like pinnacles, and steep, sometimes almost vertical hill side slopes. 
The undulating landform is, up to the present, considered as a senile form in the 
morphological evolution, even though it could be formed as  Primeirrumpf. If not 
so, it is regarded as a landform in a state of a kind of equilibrium, not based upon 
the cycle theory. Of course, undulating forms in the hills are of various origins. 
For instance, land slides with debris flow, talus or alluvial cone, and volcanic mud-
flow could produce a fairly undulating landform in the process of sedimentation. 
Some corrosion topography like karst would provide also analogous forms. 
Landforms here discussed are, however, formed under fluvial or subaerial denuda-
tion on chiefly Tertiary sedimentary rocks. As the undulating forms are the results 
of subaerial erosion and denudation, they are typical erosion landforms beyond 
question. 
   Now rugged form is also but more clearly an erosion landform, and is consid-
ered to be in younger or mature stage. The members of this group must have been 
produced during the period of valley development in the region. 
   Where these two different forms exist side by side, we have a tendency to 
explain them from simple interpretation like "rejuvenation" or interruption of 
evolution. But the writer will pay attention upon this coexistence, while almot 
   1) Here it may be considered as upland morphology including terraces together.
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everywhere he 
distribution.
finds these two  forms together with a certain regular pattern of
   2) Some features to distinguish them each other 
   Here arises a problem that how and where the boundary can be drawn between 
the two. The sharp contrast of these two features can be schematically designated 
as Fig. 2. In the field, this abrupt junction is recognizable at a glance, but it is 
difficult to measure its change when it ranges in gradient of profile with a con-
siderable extent. 
   On  topographic maps, of course,  only large-scale abruption can be read, but the 
finer one is not expressed. How small scale is, the abrupt change of profile in hill 
slopes is very much significant for erosional landforms in the writer's concern. 
The most effective method is the aerial photo analysis. On the aerial photographs 
every undulating landforms seem to have smooth and continuous surfaces, and 
rugged topography, on the other hand, is interpreted as to posess extremely steep 
slopes. Additionally the crossing line of the two different slopes is judged 
distinctively on account of vertical exaggeration by stereoscopes. 
   The undulating slope and rugged topography are generally juxtaposed each 
other not continuously but with distinctive knicks or breaks in profiles (Fig. 2). 
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 d Combination of undulating and rugged feature 
longitudinal profile of dissecting valley  ;  br breaks in hillslope 
transverse profile;  1-1' Muldental, 2-2', 3-3'  Mudental+Kerbtal, 4-4'  Kerbtal 
 +Sohlen-kerbtal 
mosaic of both features;lowering of the height of surface(h) by  Muldental(1), 
 Kerbtal(2), and  Sohlen-Kerbtal(3); bedrock diminishing(4) varies according to 
the distance from the divide(d)
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varies according to the growing degree of Kerbtal so much as it encroaches upstream 
into the undulating area. The knickpoint of valley floor profile is here equal to the 
valley head of Kerbtal, and over the head situates a high-level valley (Nakamura 
1966,  1969). As to the origin of the knickpoint formation the writer would 
emphasize that, besides the ordinary explanations in reference to resistant rock 
on stream bed, or result of rejuvenation of erosion, it may be settled as the final 
form reflecting the consequent differentiation of a landform. That is to say, the 
knickpoint as well as breaks of slopes is a decisive feature that designates a front 
line of  Kerbtal erosion area juxstaposing with the above developed undulating 
section. Subsequently the knickpoint never disappears even in the ultimate stage 
of erosion. 
   Sometimes the knickpoint takes a range of transitional shape on the profile, 
seemingly in a balanced state between undercutting and sheet runoff. Further-
more, recessed on the narrow divide the river would be regarded as in a state of 
equilibrium, even if a channel still goes on undercutting. Restrictly speaking, 
undercutting in itself is an index of discordance between erosion power and 
resistance of rocks, but, even V-shaped form, where it has been sculptured, and 
where no active work operates here at the present, must be considered as a 
member of landforms in equilibrium. 
   3) Distribution pattern of these features 
   Erosion process in the undulating areas operates by means of  surface erosion or 
denudation, so works spread in broad areas including even ridge tops. The 
process in the rugged topography, however, is limited within the valley because 
active erosion can operate as stream erosion only on the channel bed and, at the 
most, at the foot of valley walls. So that the area under stream erosion is narrower 
than the area under surface denudation, although rate or velocity of erosion is 
larger. 
   In a  drainage system  in hills, undulating feature is situated in the upstream 
section. The meaning of "upstream" is here regarded as, in most cases, the 
central area where the highest point of the drainage basin is located, or the 
position on ridges or crests where no stream can emerge, as well as  on the flat 
terrace surfaces. On the the other hand, rugged feature can not occur without 
active fluvial erosion, so that it distributes generally in downstream section, 
involving foot slopes of the hills. In the downstream area the streams often 
wind or meander to cut the both sides as lateral erosion, where also linear erosion 
is in action. 
   Finally both kinds of erosion need a considerable potential relief to  start their
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process. Surface denudation, however, need not relief any more but a little 
original gradient of surface to allow surface water runoff downward.
   4) Decisive factor to differentiate a hill morphology 
   On the initial surface which has a gently undulating feature, a shallow furrow 
at first emerges, and as the furrow grows downstreamward, concentrated water 
gradually begins to cut the channel bed with a relief which is initially presumed with-
in the amplitude of  undulation. In this case no initial relief is necessary for the 
concentration of water to begin cutting down. But, if an abrupt drop of erosion 
base level occurs,  rejuvenation of landform will take place along these initial 
furrows in which already enough water has been prepared, and therefore it must 
be attended that a  rejuvenation occupies not in a whole landform but only in the 
channel courses. The furrows that are likely to make a cause of Kerbtal are just 
useful to advance rejuvenation. 
   If these shallow furrows  (Muldentalchen in another expression) are not formed 
yet, as on the completely flat terrace surfaces, a dissecting valley in V-shape can 
hardly develop itself. One thing closely related to this fact is observed in 
dissection feature in stepped terraces. It is to say, for example, broad terraces 
which afford furrow development on the terrace surface have a  chance to be cut 
more frequently than the narrow ones on which a furrow scarcely could develop 
because of shortage of surface water. Judging from this comparison, a degree or 
possibility of furrow development is an important cause of dissection with V-
shaped valleys. Therefore the decisive factor to differentiate the hills is the birth 
(or taking place) of a stream channel at the critical point where increasingly con-
centrated water on the furrow bottom overcomes the resistance of the bedrock and 
makes itself transfer into a stream with action of undercutting. Thus this process 
is nothing but a consequent result of surface water movement, and the writer 
proposes here, the twofold feature in dissection on a given landform. The 
twofold  feature that comprises an undulating form in the one hand and rugged form 
in another must be derived consequently from any landform evolution, even 
without  any abrupt change of base level of erosion. And the so-called rejuvena-
tion, which is surely possible, merely exaggerate this twofold topography. 
   Where the furrows (=high-level valley, Nakamura 1969) do not grow up or 
take place little on the upper terraces, the flat segments free from dissection by 
undercutting streams are well preserved. Such a surface is  often surrounded by 
steep scarps formed under lateral erosion of streams or wave-cut action as retreat of 
sea cliffs (Nakamura  1967b).
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3. Two different forms of dissecting valleys coexisting in the hills 
    1) Definition of types by transverse profile 
    The term Muldental seems to be applied to fairly larger valleys in general 
(Louis 1960), but a similar form is observed in smaller scale. The writer would call 
the small one as a  Muldentiilchen (small trough or furrow). The specific form is 
concave upward and shallow in general (Photos. 3, 4) 
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  Photo. 3  Ill  trldeittal (1) viewed  dowastream at  Aokihara 120 m high, 4 km south to 
 Twarleyarna, Miyagi Prefecture 
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 Photo. 4  Muldental (2) viewed upstreamward. The valley transforms to  K,,,rbtal through 
       the knickpoint outside of the right corner, downstream of the point in Photo. 3. 
 Kerbtal is equivalent to V-shaped valley. Sohlen-kerbtal is the valley with 
convex or steep straight side slopes and a flat valley plain. These valley types 
control the erosive potential after their own transverse profiles that participate 
in flow pattern of surface water.
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   2) Dissection manner and erosive potential of each valley form 
   Undulation  landform is usually considered as an almost ultimate form in 
various erosional sequences with exception of depositional landform. But the 
undulation of surface is an initial stage of present valley development. The 
"initial" means that this form introduces in sequence a valley form of  Kerbtal type 
because surface  water') could concentrate into the lowest part of an undulation 
(=bottom of  Al  uldertrilchen) on account of its concave profile of slopes. At that 
time, surface water is charged with fine materials produced by  weathering of 
 bedrocks-. Surface water, thus concentrated, performs surface denudation by 
way of sheet runoff or sheet flow that can be occurred and results  in mass 
wasting wherever there is enough rainfall. 
   This denudation process does not need a  rill (channel), but it will proceed if 
there is enough volume of concentrated water. With some potential energy, 
accumulated water becomes inevitably to change the process into undercutting the 
bed. Once the stream has an incised channel even in the minimum scale, it must 
be ruled under erosional  operation') of running water. This change of erosive 
agency, the switch or turning of manner of erosional operation from surface  denuda-
tion to linear erosion, correlates to the change of the hill morphology. Now there 
is an undulating area in the core area, as it were, and a rugged area in the marginal 
part of the hills. 
   Next consideration is done upon the effect of dissecting valley development 
affecting the landform evolution, or changing scenery, in a topographical region. 
From this viewpoint, erosion processes are classified into three types, and each 
type of erosion is accompanied with specific landform as shown in Table. 
   Meandering streams including incised and growing ones, with exception of 
those on the lowland flat plains, work lateral erosion to make a terrace scarp and 
foot-slopes of hills retreat backward. Then the terrace surface and undulating 
part of hills diminish gradually by way of retreat of front line. Retreating scarp 
is an. active front line which enlarges the lower level area. Besides this fluvial 
action, the wave-cutting at the foot of a sea cliff plays an equal effect to lateral 
erosion in diminishing the certain volume of landmass. Sea cliff retreat is very 
fast, so the disappearance of coastal areas often causes the inhabitants some 
remarkable disasters. In Joban Coast, most of which consists of hills and terraces 
   2) Restrictly speaking, ground water which is surely a main factor to nurse the valley 
      development, is also concentrated limitedly according to this undulation on land 
      surface, only where subsurface geological and pedrological structure is uniformor 
      subdues to  landform. 
   3) Here sidecutting and undercutting are generalized as linear erosion.
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        * Other types, for instance, U-shaped valley, Flachmuldental,  Sohlentad, are 
         omitted on account of no influence upon the hill formation in Tohoku.
composed of Tertiary sediments, an enormous area of fields have vanished resulting 
from ceaseless wave action in the recent years (Nakamura  1967c). Surely wave-
cutting attacks the foot of cliffs to retreat parallel, however, it never lowers the 
surface in height. This effect has an important meaning in the dissection of 
uplands that it does not lower the altitude of the surface but diminish the area 
 (width). 
   Kerbtal development means, on the other hand, that the surface is cut into 
pieces of  interfluves. As morphological effect it scarcely lowers the surface  level') 
but separates and isolates the most parts of the surface. By this way also 
certain area of the surface would vanish5), but the manner is quite different from 
the case of side erosion (Fig. 3). To the most remarkable point, the outline of the 
initial surface is easily restored in this case. Dissection in the limited meaning 
seems to be applied for transformation of  landform by this type of erosion. 
   4) The only place that the stream course is located is lowered by undercutting itself. 
   5) Exactly speaking, some parts of a surface transfer into scarps and valley bottoms.
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 Fig. 3  Decrease of area of  surface;"a  : by undercutting(separated and subdivided),  b  : by 
         sidecutting (parallel retreat of scarp). In both cases the surface level remains. 
 Muldental development, on the contrary, changes the  flat surface into one 
with somewhat relief. It does not diminish the area but modifies or lowers the 
altitude and flatness of the surface. The surface levels which usually indicate the 
period of their formations would be disturbed in accordance with height. 
   Contrasting with the effects of linear erosion, the initial surface is entirely 
exposed to subaerial surface denudation. Then the initial surface can not be free 
from this modification, but where  flat part is too narrow to concentrate enough 
water the surface denudation may go on weakly. 
    In the nature, these processes are co-operative in a region, so that many con-
ditions which decide the main process there affected are conceivable for an optional 
region. Piracy, rejuvenation, short-cutting of stream and so on as well as 
depositional landform building like volcanic action, debris flow etc. are main 
causes to change the distribution pattern of erosional processes. Distribution of 
these processes are simply seen on the dissected terrace (Nakamura 1967b, c, 
Nishimura and Nakamura  1968). 
   3) Locational conditions for their formation 
   Surface denudation has theoretically no relation with base level of erosion and 
with relative relief, because it occurs just on the  flat surface. Then  Muldentalchen 
may be formed on the  interfluves even adjacent to the terrace scarp, in small scale 
in proportion to their areas. A condition favorable to its formation is the 
presence of enough area of flat or gentle continuous surface, not any relief. An 
area, generally, surrounding a certain highest location is the center of  Muldentalchen 
emergence, which the writer would call the core area of a region in erosion process. 
When a unit surface is entirely ruled under surrace denudation, the surface has only 
one center of  Illuldentdlchen development, and many  Muldentalchen begin to grow 
radially from here with some density.
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 Afterwards, in the lower reaches of  these valleys Kerbtal occurs, then the unit 
surface is dissected into numerous  interfluves, and at the same time the center is 
also decomposed, finally, everywhere on  interfluves small and isolated centers 
emerge. This is the decomposition of a unit undulating area into many fragments 
of rugged area, and this breaking up is inevitable subsequent to Kerbtal develop-
ment.  Kerbtal development is also resulted from enough growth of  Muldentalchen, 
so that the system Muldental-Kerbtal is considered as a set of valley development. 
   Main work of  Kerbtal is to undercut, that is, to increase the relief here within 
a given amplitude of relief. Thus valley floor of  Kerbtal is always lower often 
with distinctive discordance than the bottom of  Muldental. There arise two valley 
levels without any change in base level of erosion, even if somehow given relief is 
prepared. The co-existence of those two different processes results in the estab-
lishment of the twofold feature in dissection landscape. When a rejuvenation is 
added here, this twofold feature is magnified.
   4) Scenery of stepped level in the dissecting valleys as a result of con-
temporary operation of both types of valleys 
   Stepped feature that is introduced from the difference in height between the 
level of high-level valley (bottom of undulation) and level of Kerbtal (bottom of 
rugged topography) is very common in the hills in Tohoku besides an accordant 
level of hill tops. 
   Up to the present it is widely acknowledged that the dissection of a surface 
with V-shaped valleys starts as a result of stream rejuvenation where there is some 
abrupt drop of erosion base level, and that there appears a stepped topography as 
a temporary feature until the upper (older) surface is replaced with the lower 
(younger) surface like in graded condition. This is true to the landfrom evolu-
tion of the topography to which a stepped level is given from the beginning. 
About the  formation of stepped feature, another concept should be counted in. 
It is that a stepped feature could be established as a result of morphological 
differentiation from unit area of flat or gently undulating surface to compounded 
area of undulating and rugged landforms, having nothing to do with change of base 
level and other environmental conditions, but with only hydrographical situation. 
   Thus the stepped feature originally set up in minimum scale has become more 
conspicuous in the whole area of the hills, if a rejuvenation occurs. 
   Two differentiated areas are always affected by each erosional process so 
much as subaerial weathering goes on. The ultimate form of the differentiation, as 
the writer presumes, may also be compounded form that smooth and concave 
slopes predominate in the relatively upper part and V-shaped valley and  Solilen-
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 kerbtal in the middle and the lower parts as is shown in Fig. 4, Photos. 5, 6. This 
state is temporary from the geological viewpoint but is in equilibrium in  geomorph-
ological time scale. Sometimes we can find heads of undercutting dried up, and 
they are explained as in a condition above mentioned. 
   5) Dissection as a process of morphological differentiation of landforms 
   Starting from the question about hill-forming process, the writer pointed out 
some specific  landforms in the hills; those are high-level valleys, breaks in  hill-
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4  Distribution of dissecting valleys interpreted from aerial photographs, at Futaba-
  Okuma coast,  Pukushima Prefecture, the northern half is hilly land 70-40m high, 
  and the southern is mainly coastal terrace 40-30m. 
  1  Muldental  (=high-level valley) 2  Kerbtal 3  Sohlen-kerbtal and valley plains
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  Photo. 5  Coexistence  of undulating  and  rugged  features (I)  bordered  with  breaks  of  hill-
           slopes,  Aokihara 
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 T'hoto.  6  Coexistence of  undulating and rugged  features  (2)  at the  location 10  kin to the 
 southeast of  SOrna  City 
slopes, and coexistence of undulating  feature and rugged feature in a unit area in 
 the  hills  (Nakamura  1966a, b,  1967a, c, 1968a, b, 1969). There are presumably 
very many problems even within the  limit of  erosional  landforms. To study hill 
morphology the valley form is a most significant matter, because  surface water 
 decisively acting as erosional power controls  its operation  by the element of 
surface form like gradient,  convexity or  concavity , relief etc. 
4. Conclusion 
   1) There are two  features in the upland  morphology.  Those  are  smooth-
undulating form in the core area of the upland and rugged form in the marginal 
area.  1oth have, concerning the height of  tops, almost an accordant level to
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suggest a unit initial surface, but as to valley levels, the former has a higher level 
than the latter. Hence occurs a stepped landscape. 
    2) The undulating feature includes rounded hill tops, convex divides or inter-
fluves, concave hill slopes, smooth foot slopes, and  Muldental (concave valley, but 
here identical to "high-level valley" after its locality) etc. These landforms 
suffered surface denudation in respect to erosive agency, and decrease the initial 
flatness gradually subsequent to the growing undulation on the surface. As 
Muldental or  illuldent4lchen grows to some extent and concentrates enough water 
downstreamwards, the stream emerges and begins to undercut due to the advanced 
process of stream erosion. There arises a series of rugged topography including 
steep scarps or valley side slopes, pinnacles of hill tops, knife-ridges, and though not 
 "rugged" but flat
, valley plains with  distincti,' knicks against valley walls or 
terrace scarps at their foot. Sea cliff retreat has the equal effect to the dis-
appearance of a landmass above the sea level as one of linear erosions. 
   3) The upland is dissected in various ways according to erosion and denuda-
tion process. It is separated by undercutting stream of Kerbtal, shaved off by 
sidecutting of Sohlen-kerbtal or sea cliff retreat, and it is transformed into an undula-
ting form by surface denudation of  Muldental development. 
   4) These two different features are observed in almost every upland region, 
because undercutting, a main element of linear erosion, can not reach the nearest 
divide over the knickpoint (head of  undercutting). With an aid of condition of low 
relief as a whole, knickpoint retreat ceases after some extent of retrogression, even 
if stream erosion has rejuvenated. 
   That is to say, the influence of change in base level is almost completely 
digested within the rugged area, and the undulating area situating over the former 
is preserved from rapid transition into the rugged feature.
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